From bench to bedside, via desktop. Recent advances in the application of cutting-edge in silico tools in the research of drugs targeting bromodomain modules.
The discipline of drug discovery has greatly benefited by computational tools and in silico algorithms aiming at rationalization of many related processes, from the stage of early hit identification to the preclinical phases of drug candidate validation. The various methodologies referred to as molecular modeling tools span a broad spectrum of applications, from straightforward approaches such as virtual screening of compound libraries to more advanced techniques involving the precise estimation of free energy upon binding of the candidate drug to its macromolecular target. To this end, we report an overview of specific studies where implementation of such sophisticated modeling algorithms has shown to be indispensable for addressing challenging systems and biological questions otherwise difficult to answer. We focus our attention on the emerging field of bromodomain inhibitors. Bromodomains are small modules involved in epigenetic signaling and currently comprise high-priority targets for developing both drug candidates and chemical probes for basic biomedical research. We attempt a critical presentation of selected cases utilizing cutting-edge in silico methodologies, with our main emphasis being on absolute or relative free energy simulations, on implementation of quantum-mechanics level calculations and on characterization of solvent thermodynamics. We discuss the advantages and strengths as well as the drawbacks and weaknesses of computational tools utilized in those works and we attempt to comment on specific issues related to their integration into the regular medicinal chemistry practice. Our conclusion is that while such methods indeed represent highly promising resources for further advancing the discipline, their application is not always trivial.